List of Books About Chemistry

TITLE: Chemistry : HKCEE question papers.
CALL_NUM: 540 CHE

TITLE: Secrets Of Chemistry : How to set up Laboratory - over 200 simple experiments
CALL_NUM: 540 BRE

TITLE: Concepts in Chemistry : Structure and Behaviour
CALL_NUM: 541 WIL

TITLE: Introduction To Inorganic Chemistry (2nd/ed)
CALL_NUM: 546 BRO

TITLE: Structural and Comparative Inorganic Chemistry
CALL_NUM: 546 MUR

TITLE: Chemical Kinetics : ILPAC (Unit P5)
CALL_NUM: 540 ILE

TITLE: Chemistry in Focus
CALL_NUM: 540 AND

TITLE: Advanced Chemistry Calculations (2/ed)
CALL_NUM: 540.1 LAI

TITLE: Understanding Chemistry for Advanced Level
CALL_NUM: 540 LIS

TITLE: Chemistry : An Environmental Perspective
CALL_NUM: 540 BUE

TITLE: World of Chemistry Essentials (2nd/ed)
CALL_NUM: 540 WOO

TITLE: Modern Organic Chemistry
CALL_NUM: 547 GRI

TITLE: Chemistry :The Working Science
CALL_NUM: 540 MON

TITLE: Organic Chemistry
CALL_NUM: 547 FES

TITLE: Chemistry and Our World
CALL_NUM: 540 GEB

TITLE: Organic Chemistry (3rd/ed)
CALL_NUM: 547 HEN

TITLE: Bonding and Structure : ILPAC
CALL_NUM: 540 ILE

TITLE: Some Functional Groups
CALL_NUM: 540 ILE

TITLE: More Functional Groups : ILPAC (Unit O3)
CALL_NUM: 540 ILE

TITLE: Modern Inorganic Chemistry (4th/ed)
CALL_NUM: 546 LIP

TITLE: Basic Inorganic Chemistry
CALL_NUM: 546 COT

TITLE: A Level Physical Chemistry (Problem & Solutions)
CALL_NUM: 541.307 ALE

TITLE: HKCEE Chemistry Questions and Answers
CALL_NUM: 540.76 CHI

TITLE: Certificate Chemistry Problem And Solution
CALL_NUM: 540.76 AUW
TITLE: Quick Revision Chemistry (HKCEE New Syllabus)
CALL_NUM: 540.76 KWO

TITLE: Chemistry : Effective Test Paper 2 for HKCEE (Multiple choice)
CALL_NUM: 540.76 LAW

TITLE: Chemistry : Effective Test Paper 1 for HKCEE (structured question)
CALL_NUM: 540.76 LAW

TITLE: Challenging Problems in Chemistry for Certificate Level
CALL_NUM: 540.76 LIO

TITLE: Question & Answer Chemistry (HKCEE New Syllabus)
CALL_NUM: 540.76 KWO

TITLE: Advance Level Physical Chemistry : Problems & Solutions
CALL_NUM: 540.76 TON

TITLE: Higher Level Chemistry : Complete Notes and Problems with Solutions
CALL_NUM: 540.76 LEU

TITLE: Advanced Level Organic Chemistry : Problems & Solutions
CALL_NUM: 547 TON

TITLE: Essay Questions in AL Chem
CALL_NUM: 540.76 POO

TITLE: HKCEE Chemistry Test Paper 1
CALL_NUM: 540.76 TON

TITLE: Chemistry : Worked Examples for Higher Level
CALL_NUM: 540.76 HOO

TITLE: ADVANCED PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY ( RESOURCE PACK )
CALL_NUM: 540.28 THO

TITLE: ADVANCED PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY
CALL_NUM: 540.28 THO
TITLE: Syllabus for Chemistry (S4-5)
CALL_NUM: 540.76 CDC

TITLE: Concise 'A' Level Chemistry
CALL_NUM: 540 POO

TITLE: Chemistry: 1989-93
CALL_NUM: 540/HON

TITLE: Schaum's 3000 Solved Problems in Chemistry
CALL_NUM: 540.76 GOL

TITLE: Modern Physical Chemistry
CALL_NUM: 541.3 LIP

TITLE: Theory & Problems of Organic Chemistry
CALL_NUM: 547 MEI

TITLE: Theory and Problems of College Chemistry (6th/ed)
CALL_NUM: 547 ROS

TITLE: Ordinary Level Guide Chemistry (2nd/ed)
CALL_NUM: 540.76 HIL

CALL_NUM: 540.76 SOU

TITLE: Theory and Problems of General, Organic, and Biological Chemistry
CALL_NUM: 540.76 ODI

TITLE: A LEVEL QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
CALL_NUM: 540.76 MCD

TITLE: GCSE Chemistry
CALL_NUM: 540.76 MCE

TITLE: Book of Data
CALL_NUM: 540 HOL

TITLE: General Chemistry : An Integrated Approach (2nd/ed)+1CD-ROM
CALL_NUM: 540 HOL

TITLE: Chemistry (Nuffield Co-ordinated Sciences)
CALL_NUM: 540 HIL

TITLE: Technique in Chemistry (2nd/ed)
CALL_NUM: 540 HIL

TITLE: Chem One (2nd/ed)
CALL_NUM: 540 HUN

TITLE: General Chemistry : Principles & Structure (4th/ed)
CALL_NUM: 540 LIO

TITLE: Comprehensive Approach to Advanced Level Chemistry (Organic & Inorganic)
CALL_NUM: 540 LIO

TITLE: General Chemistry : Principles and Structure (5th/ed)
CALL_NUM: 540 BRA

CALL_NUM: 540 BRA

CALL_NUM: 540 BRA

TITLE: A Level Chemistry
CALL_NUM: 540 ATK

TITLE: Chemistry (4th/ed)
CALL_NUM: 540 STA

TITLE: Chemistry in Context : Applying Chemistry to Society (3rd/ed)
CALL_NUM: 540 STA
TITLE: Work Out Chemistry for Advanced Level  
CALL_NUM: 540.76 BUR

TITLE: Chemistry : Examinations and Assessment  
CALL_NUM: 540.76 Mat

TITLE: Physical Chemistry (3rd/ed)  
CALL_NUM: 541.3 BAR

TITLE: Advanced Chemistry Multiple Choice Tests  
CALL_NUM: 540.76 STA

TITLE: Higher Level Chemistry : Worked Examples Including M.C. Questions  
CALL_NUM: 540.76 TSA

TITLE: Chemistry Test Papers for Hong Kong Advanced Level Examination (Paper 2)  
CALL_NUM: 540.76 TON

TITLE: Physical Chemistry (3rd/ed)  
CALL_NUM: 541.3 MOO

TITLE: Advanced Chemistry 1  
CALL_NUM: 541.3 MAT

TITLE: Comprehensive Questions in A-Level Inorganic Chemistry  
CALL_NUM: 546.076 POO

TITLE: Inorganic Chemistry : Worked Examples for Advanced Level  
CALL_NUM: 546.076 TAM

TITLE: Inorganic Chemistry : Comprehensive Chemistry HKAL Course (2nd/ed)  
CALL_NUM: 546 LEU

TITLE: Comparative Inorganic Chemistry (2nd/ed)  
CALL_NUM: 546 MOO

TITLE: Organic Chemistry (4th/ed)
CALL_NUM: 547 MOR

TITLE: Modern Organic Chemistry (4th/ed)
CALL_NUM: 547 NOR

TITLE: Principles of Organic Chemistry (2nd/ed)
CALL_NUM: 547 MUR

TITLE: Fundamentals of Organic Chemistry
CALL_NUM: 547 SHE

CALL_NUM: 547 ZLA

TITLE: Advanced Level Study Aids Chemistry
CALL_NUM: 540.76 MCM

TITLE: Chemistry : a world of choices / Paul B. Kelter, James D. Carr, Andrew Scott.
CALL_NUM: 540 KEL

TITLE: Further Advanced Chemistry
CALL_NUM: 540 EAR

CALL_NUM: 547 OUE

TITLE: Chemistry for Advanced Level
CALL_NUM: 540 CAN

TITLE: Chemistry (7th/ed)
CALL_NUM: 540 CHA

TITLE: Hands-On Chemistry Activities with Real-Life Applications : Easy-to-Use Labs and Demonstrations for Grades 8-12
CALL_NUM: 540.7 HER

TITLE: Chemistry Connections (2nd/ed)
CALL_NUM: 540 KAR

TITLE: Science Experiments with Air
CALL_NUM: 500 BUT

TITLE: Science Experiments with Water
CALL_NUM: 500 EDO

TITLE: Chemistry and Society : HKAL Course (2nd/ed)
CALL_NUM: 540.76 LEU

TITLE: Chemistry for Changing Times (10th/ed)
CALL_NUM: 540 HIL

TITLE: Chemistry : All you need to know for study success, from Acids to Zinc extraction
CALL_NUM: 540 HUN

TITLE: Let's Rview : Chemistry (The Physical Setting) 3rd/ed
CALL_NUM: 540.76 TAR

TITLE: Materials : A Visual Approach
CALL_NUM: 549.07 LIS

TITLE: Chemistry : Structure and Dynamics (2nd/ed)
CALL_NUM: 541.2 SPE

TITLE: Logal Science Explorer : Chemistry (PC/Mac cd-rom)

TITLE: Longman A-Level Course in Chemistry
CALL_NUM: 540.76 BRI

TITLE: HKALE. AL chemistry / Hong Kong Examinations and Assessment Authority = 香港高級程度會考. 化學 / 香港考試及評核局.
CALL_NUM: 540.76 HON

TITLE: HKCEE. Chemistry / Hong Kong Examinations and Assessment Authority = 香港中學會考. 化學 / 香港考試及評核局.
TITLE: A-Z chemistry workbook / Andrew Hunt.
CALL_NUM: 540.76 HUN

TITLE: Synoptic skills in advanced Chemistry / Graham Hill.
CALL_NUM: 540.76 HILL

TITLE: Advanced level practical work for Chemistry / Andrew Hunt.
CALL_NUM: 540.76 HUN

TITLE: Basic Chemistry / Stephen S. Zumdahi.
CALL_NUM: 540.76 ZUM

TITLE: Study and revise AS/A2 level Chemistry / [Andrew Hunt and Tony Buzan].
CALL_NUM: 540.76 HUN

TITLE: HKALE. A/AS chemistry / Hong Kong Examinations and Assessment Authority = 香港高級程度會考.化學 / 香港考試及評核局.
CALL_NUM: 540.76 HON

TITLE: Chemical magic / Leonard A. Ford.
CALL_NUM: 542 FOR

TITLE: Inquiry-based experiments in chemistry / Valerie Ludwig Lechtanski.
CALL_NUM: 540.78 LEC

TITLE: Project based learning handbook : a guide to standards-focused project based learning for middle and high school teachers / [principal author, Thom Markham, secondary authors, John Larmer, Jason Ravitz].
CALL_NUM: 373.3 MAR

CALL_NUM: 540 HOU

CALL_NUM: 540 ANA
TITLE: Green chemistry : an introductory text / Mike Lancaster.  
CALL_NUM: 540 LAN

TITLE: Qualitative analysis : inorganic and organic for A-level / K. W. Kam, S. N. Kwan.  
CALL_NUM: 540 KAM

TITLE: Assessment for learning : mark less to achieve more / written by Ian Smith.  
CALL_NUM: 371.3 SMI

CALL_NUM: 371.3 LEA

CALL_NUM: 371.14 MAC

TITLE: Structure and bonding [electronic resource]  
CALL_NUM: 540 UNI

TITLE: Equilibrium [electronic resource]  
CALL_NUM: 540 UNI

TITLE: The elements : a very short introduction / Philip Ball.  
CALL_NUM: 540 BAL

CALL_NUM: 540 EMS

TITLE: Napoleon's buttons : how 17 molecules changed history / Penny Le Couteur, Jay Burreson.  
CALL_NUM: 540 LEC

TITLE: The joy of chemistry : the amazing science of familiar things / Cathy Cobb & Monty L. Fetterolf.  
CALL_NUM: 540 COB
CALL_NUM: 363 WIE

CALL_NUM: 570 JEN

TITLE: Aqueous acid-base equilibria and titrations / Robert de Levie.
CALL_NUM: 540 DEL

TITLE: 150 captivating chemistry experiments using household substances / By Brian Rohrig.
CALL_NUM: 540 ROH

TITLE: 150 more captivating chemistry experiments using household substances / By Brian Rohrig.
CALL_NUM: 540 ROH

TITLE: The 13th element : the sordid tale of murder, fire and phosphorus / John Emsley.
CALL_NUM: 546.712 EMS

TITLE: AS & A Level chemistry through diagrams / Michael Lewis.
CALL_NUM: 540.76 LEW

TITLE: Chemistry experiments / [by] Louis V. Loeschnig ; illustrated by Dave Garbot.
CALL_NUM: 540 LOE

TITLE: A+projects in chemistry : winning experiments for science fairs and extra credit / [by] Janice VanCleave's.
CALL_NUM: 540 VAN

TITLE: Chemistry : the easy way/ Joseph A. Mascetta.
CALL_NUM: 540.76 MAS

TITLE: Sustainable ethanol / Jeffrey Goettemoeller and Adrian Goettemoeller.
CALL_NUM: 500 GOE
TITLE: Chemistry : chemistry calculations explained / Dr. Aleyamma Ninan.
CALL_NUM: 540.76 NIN

TITLE: A2 chemistry for AQA / Peter Harwood ; edited by Janice Perkins.
CALL_NUM: 540.76 HAR

TITLE: AS chemistry for AQA / Lyn Nicholls ; edited by Janice Perkins
CALL_NUM: 540.76 NIC

TITLE: Edexcel A2 chemistry / [George Facer].
CALL_NUM: 540.76 FAC

CALL_NUM: 540 KIE

TITLE: Science explorer = 科學探索者 / Michael J. Padilla(帕迪利亞)
CALL_NUM: 500 PAD

TITLE: AS-Level chemistry (the revision guide) : exam board: edexcel / Coordination Group Publications Ltd.
CALL_NUM: 540.76 ASL

TITLE: Revise A2 chemistry : complete study & revision guide / an A2 examiner.
CALL_NUM: 540.76 REV

TITLE: Chemistry for the IB diploma : standard and higher level / Geoffrey Neuss.
CALL_NUM: 540.711 NEU

TITLE: Science chemistry N level conceptual learning : revision notes / by Ong Yean Ling
CALL_NUM: 540 ONG

CALL_NUM: 540 NEW

TITLE: ILPAC : independent learning project for advanced chemistry / Inner London Education Authority.
TITLE: Chemistry 化學 : 2005 中學會考試題樣本  
CALL_NUM: 540 HON  

TITLE: 諾貝爾百年百人化學獎 : 諾貝爾獎得主的啟蒙成長故事  
CALL_NUM: 340.98 1091  

TITLE: 現代化學 (1) : 改變中的傳統概念  
CALL_NUM: 340 1077  

TITLE: 現代化學 (2) : 跨領域的先進思維  
CALL_NUM: 340 1077  

TITLE: 拿破崙的鈕釦 : 17 個改變歷史的化學故事 = Napoleon's buttons : 17 molecules that changed history / 潘尼．拉古德 (Penny Le Couteur) & 杰．布勒森 (Jay Burreson) ; [譯者: 洪乃容].  
CALL_NUM: 340 7420  

TITLE: 蘇老師化學聊是非 : 懂 4 點化學很有用 / 蘇瓦茲著 ; 葉偉文譯.  
CALL_NUM: 307 9205  

TITLE: 化學分子世界導覽 / 艾金斯著 ; 師明睿譯 = Atkins molecules / by Peter Atkins.  
CALL_NUM: 348.221 0324  

TITLE: 圖解化學超有趣 = Chemistry / 左卷健男編著 ; 柯麗文審訂 ; 高淑珍譯  
CALL_NUM: 340 4092  

TITLE: 化學遊戲好好玩 / 腦力&創意工作室編著  
CALL_NUM: 307.9 7248  

TITLE: 不用怕化學 : 讓你不想下課的基礎化學課 / 孫永云著 ; 趙鳳丹譯  
CALL_NUM: 340 1231